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Thursday July 10
th,

 2008 

Well today was a Sell day. Sell days are often like that and we end up getting up and down action. 
I my earlier days of TTT I use to call them Golf days. However based on the fact that had closed near the 
low, it was reasonable to expect a lower Low, (maybe not as low as we wanted) and rallied from there. 
 
Tomorrow is a SS day and we are in the middle of the range so it is harder to forecast. Especially in this 
bear market. 
 

 



Friday July 11
th,

 2008 

Today was a SS day and a perfect open for TTT since we knew that we had 85%+ chance of getting back above 

1244.75 during the day session. We just got above just to reverse back and go hit the projected low.  

 

Monday is a BUY day so although we already have part of the Decline in we could go lower and as a matter of fact 

we have a 67% chance of making a new LOW. 

 

 

 



Monday July 14
th

, 2008 

Today was a BUY day and as I mentioned Friday we needed a DECLINE from Friday's high. Well when we 

gapped up at the open today and the level was so close to Friday's high it made life easier to take that short and ride 

it at least to the 1231 level.  

 

Tomorrow is a SELL day and like I said before the confusing day. Tomorrow may be different because we closed 

on the low today. We have a 58% chance to make a lower low, but we are really looking for a rally at some point in 

the day that needs to get us above 1224.75. Yes on the 24hr session we are above that level, but we need it on the 

day session also, and I don't know where we will open. In this bear markets longs are short lived so keep a close eye 

on your longs. 

 

 



Tuesday July 15
th

, 2008 

Today was a SELL day and like I said before the confusing day. Having closed on the BUY day low we 

had a 58% chance to make a lower low, but we were really looking for a rally at some point in the day 

that needed to get us above 1224.75. That's what we got. 

 

Tomorrow will be the SS day and the end of the 3 day cycle. Therefore we have 87% chance of getting 

above 1224.74 at some point, in order to get a 3 day positive rally.  

We also have a 56% chance of making a new low and also 56% of making a new high. 

 

 
 



Wednesday July 16
th

, 2008  

Today went according to plan, and even reached the 1243-45 area.  

 

Tomorrow will be a BUY day and as such we should expect a DECLINE from today's highs that was 

made last. We only have a 41% chance of making a new high. 

 

 



 

Thursday July 17
th

, 2008 

Well today went as planned and some of you took that short near the open at 1258  close to the predicted 

top, then we finally did get our decline and just got below yesterday's high.  

 

Tomorrow is a SELL day (the Confusing Day) and we have a 59% chance of making a new low. But if 

we open below 1238 we will need to get back above at one point in the day.  

 

 



 

Friday July 18
th

, 2008 

As you probably noticed in yesterday's comment, I didn't say much as it didn't look like much. Well we 

did end up with a rally but it was a bit weak.  

 

For Monday the SS day we have a 57% chance of making a higher high and since we closed near the 

highs of the day, I would anticipate that we will make the high first. 

 

 



Monday July 21
st
, 2008  

Today went according to plan. We did make the high first and in the overnight session TTT nailed it to 

the tick and only off by 1 point in the day session. I thought we would retrace lower.    

   

Tomorrow is a BUY day and we should expect a Decline from today's high. If this market has really 

changed from bear to bull, as some say, then the Decline may be shallower then plan.  Time will tell.   

 

 



Tuesday July 22
nd

, 2008 

Well today was pretty much as plan for a Buy day. We got our low early, and only NQ got to the 

projected low numbers. Then the market felt that one bad Apple can’t ruin the attempted rally. We even 

blew right through the top of my numbers. 

  

Tomorrow we have a 49% chance of making a new high, however with today's momentum these odds 

may get broken. 

Again like I usually say watch your self on the sell day as we could get a continued rally or it could be 

just a normal sell day. 

 

 



Wednesday July 23
rd

, 2008
 

Today TTT nailed the High on all except the NASDAQ. Then it did a shallow retracement maybe 

confirming the bears are taking a brake. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day and we will have a 57% chance of making a higher high and 53% of making a 

lower low. Having closed in the middle of the range, it will all depend if we make the high 1st or last. If 

first then we will do part of the Decline needed for the Buy day. If last then the Decline will all take 

place on the B day. 

 

 



Thursday July 24
th

, 2008 

Today was a real SS day so we should have been looking for any excuse to go short.  

  

Tomorrow is Buy day.  We closed on the lows and the high was made first today, therefore we have a 

67% chance of making a lower low and we also have a 62% chance of making the low first. 

 

 



Friday July 25
th

, 2008 

Well today was a real go nowhere day. I don’t know if it is because it was Friday, but it did the same 

thing last Friday. 

  

For Monday I would expect some rally. Since we didn’t get much of one today.  

 

 



Monday July 28
th

, 2008 

On Friday I said I was expecting some sort of rally. We had a 50% chance of making a higher high, I 

thought we would, based on the normal rally size. Oh well we just got close to Friday's high and 

reversed. Based on Taylor, that would have been his sell point. We also had a 56% chance of making a 

lower low and we did and even reached the projected low on ES and ER. 

  

Tomorrow is SS Day. However based on the close today, we have and 88% chance for the 24hr session, 

and 85% chance for the day session of getting at least above 1251.25. We also have a 54% chance of 

making a lower low. On ER2 the odds of getting above 704.1 are even better at 90%. 

 

 
 



Tuesday July 29
th

, 2008 

 

Today went as expected. As I mentioned last night we needed to get above 1251.25 and we did. Then all 

of them hit the high forecasted 

What a day for TTT. 

  

Tomorrow is Buy day. We should get a Decline from Today's highs and we have a 67% chance of 

making the low Last. 

 

 
 



Wednesday July 30
th

, 2008 

Some of you were confused today by the meaning of the 100% chance of getting to 1263.25. This 

number is based on the 24H session and for that session we did get to 1259.75. I have now added and 

modified the column next to the 24H to represent the Day session percentages instead of total average. 

So today we had 97-98% chance to get to 1263.25 during the day session but it failed on ES, but by not 

much. 

  

Tomorrow is a Sell day (confusing Day, golf Day). Since we closed on the highs today we have much 

better chance then 49% to make a higher high. However ES has nearly completed it average rally.  

 

 
 



Thursday July 31
st
, 2008 

Today was a text book Taylor Sell day. We tried to get above the Buy day high and failed on the day 

session then got the sell off and retested the low of the day. And tried to test the high again. That is why 

I call it the confusing day. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day. Due to the fact that we have a 85-88% chance of a positive 3 day rally and we are 

far from the goals, I believe we have a better chance of having a rally then a selloff tomorrow. However 

the last 2 Fridays were boring, but maybe NFP will change the game. 

 

 



Friday August 1
st
, 2008 

Today was again a summer Friday. We ended up with a very modest 3 day rally, and the sell off was 

limited to the projected goals. ER is a bit more stubborn and closed near the highs of day. 

  

Monday will be a BUY day. For a Buy day a decline from the SS day high is needed. If we open at these 

levels the condition has been met, however the average Decline should take us lower. The Decline on 

ER could be more accentuated having closed on the highs. 

 

 
 



Monday August 4
th

, 2008 

Today was as predicted on Friday and most Futures and Indexes reach the projected lows. 

  

Tomorrow is the Sell day. That is normally the confusing day, but tomorrow may be a bit different as we 

closed on the lows today and therefore we should anticipate some kind of rally. We also have a 56% 

chance of making a lower low. 

 

 



Tuesday August 5
th

, 2008 

Today went as planned in the comments last night. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day, on ES and ER2 we have a 56% chance to make a higher high and a 52% of 

making the high 1st. 

Let’s keep in mind that we had a big rally today, so the market should take a breather. 

 

 
 



Wednesday August 6
th

, 2008 

Well we did make a higher high and it reached the projected numbers. And as I said last night we did 

take a breather. 

  

Tomorrow is a BUY day. On BUY day we are to expect a Decline from today's highs. We have a 67% 

chance of making a lower low and we have a 63% of making the low Last. 

 

 
 



Thursday August 7
th

, 2008 

We did get our Decline today. It took 2 tries to get there, 1st support was at the yesterday's low and then 

we went to hit the TTT numbers. 

  

Tomorrow is a SELL day and since we closed on the lows today, we should expect a rally. However 

we have 55% of making a lower low. 

If we were to gap lower and open the day session below 1263.50, we will have a 95% chance of getting 

back above that level at some point in the day. 

 

 



Friday August 8
th

, 2008 

May I just say "What a day for TTT". The markets did just as predicted and rallied to the 1st predicted 

high, took a break, and then went to the maximum high predicted.  

  

Monday will be SellShort day. Having closed on the highs we have a 57% chance of making a higher 

high, before starting our Decline. 

 

 
 



Wednesday August 13
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day and I would explain that the reason for the drop is that we didnt get 
enough of it on the Buy day. So we dropped and nailled the TTT lows just to come back up 
and that is because we need to get above the Buy day low by tomorrow and although we are 
above now we need it during te day session also 
  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We have a 85% + chance of getting above the Buy day low. 
Although we are in a negative mood at the moment we normaly get a positive 3 Day rally, so 
look for that as a possible goal tomorrow. 
 

 



Thursday August 14
th

, 2008 

ES was kind of sluggish today but ER hit the lows and the took out the high. ES gust missed 
the high but not by much. That just made a pretty good 3 day rally. 
  

Tomorrow is the BUY day. As we know we need a decline for the Buy day. So having closed 
near the highs of the day, most of the Decline should happen tomorrow. 
 

 
 



Friday August 15
th

, 2008 

Sorry being on vacation I don't realize that it was Boring dead Summer Friday. The market 
didn't go nowhere fast. 
  

For Monday we are suppose to get a rally, however we are in the middle of the road , so be 
careful.  
 

 



Monday August 18
th

, 2008 

Well as I said on Friday today was a Sell day and we did get a little rally before hours and 
Friday's high capped the day session, only so to sell off and reach the projected lows. 
  

My day count is based on a positive 3 day rally. Tomorrow Taylor would call it SS day, and I 
could also call it the 3rd day of my Positive 3 day rally. We therefore need to get above 
1290.50 to make this a 3 day positive rally and we have an 87% chance of doing that before 
the close of business tomorrow. We also have a 67% chance of making a lower low. 
 

 
 



Tuesday August 19
th

, 2008 

Oh well we had a 87% chance of getting above 1290 but it failed, we therefore had a failed 3 
day rally. In the past year this has not happened very often even it this bear market, but it does 
confirm the bearish trend in the market. 
  

Tomorrow is BUY day. Normally on a BUY day we need a decline from the SS day high. 
Having closed on the lows we should expect a test of today's low and we have a 59% chance 
of making the Low First.  
 

 



Wednesday August 20
th

, 2008 

Today the markets were confused with 2 of them making low 1st and 2 last. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell day, often the confusing day. Based on usual rally averages we should go 
higher but the odds of making a lower low is also in the balance 
 

 
 



Thursday August 21
st
, 2008 

Today was a Sell day, the confusing day, so we tested the lows from yesterday and after a few 
test of the highs we finally manage to get above the highs 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Having closed close to the highs, we will have a 57% chance of making a 
higher high. However it’s summer Friday doldrums, so I would expect the test first. 
 

 



Friday August 22
nd

, 2008 

Friday ended up making a better 3 day rally then expected, probably because of the last 3 day 
failed rally 
  
Monday is a BUY day and therefore we should expect a Decline first before we can buy. 
 

 
 



Monday August 25
th

, 2008 

As mentioned on the last report we were to expect a decline today. The markets did just that 
and the decline reached the projected numbers. 
  
Tomorrow is a SELL day, since we closed on the lows today we should expect a rally. We also 
have a 56% chance of making a lower low, before we start the rally. 
 

 
 



Wednesday August 27
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS day. You can notice that the numbers in last night's report offered good resistance 

today. First we bounced off yesterday's high at the 1275 area and finally broke through on the second 

attempt. We then found more formidable resistance right at the numbers at 1283.50 to 1285 area 

  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. On a Buy day we should expect a decline from the SS day highs. Having 

closed close to the highs and having only a 41% chance of making a higher high, I would expect that the 

decline will start at the open and the low will be made last. We also have a 68% chance of making a 

lower low and would anticipate the low to come in at 1254-57 area. 

 

 



Thursday August 28
th

, 2008 

Well today did not go according to plan. We did reach the projected highs on ES and ER2/AB. We 

failed to get a decline on ES day session only, and the others managed to get at least a small one. 

  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. We should normally expect a rally from today's lows but most of it has been 

done today. Sell day  is often a confusing day and tomorrow being last summer Friday just before a long 

weekend and it is month end also, it could be easily a very confusing day. 

 

 



Friday August 29
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day, and as such when we tested the highs early and failed to make new high, then it 

was time to short.  

  

Tuesday will be a SS day. I would be looking for a rally since we do not have much of a 3 day rally. 

 

 



Tuesday September 2
nd

, 2008 

Today was a perfect SS Day. We made new Highs and at just about the projected highs. We then 

reversed and nailed the projected lows. 

  

Tomorrow is a BUY day. Having closed on the lows and being at the average decline numbers I would 

not expect much more of a decline. However we do have a 67% chance of making a lower low on ES. 

 

 

 
 



Wednesday September 3
rd

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day. As we saw Yesterday's low offered some support but not for long. We had a 67% 

chance of making a lower low and we did on all except ER2/AB. Russell is holding better then the 

others lately. 

  

Tomorrow will be a SELL day, often a confusing day. We should expect a rally from today's low. We 

also have a 56% chance of making a lower low. Should we gap down below today's low at the open, we 

will have a 95% chance of getting above that low at some point in the day. 

 

 

 
 



Thursday September 4
th

, 2008 

Today was Sell day. As mentioned last night we did get above 1265.25 after the gap open. However the 

failure to start closing the gap in soon after the open made it a day to short because TVGR was in effect. 

We did get brief support at the 1252 numbers from the report just to be broken and drop further. For 

those of you that are not familiar with TVGR check our forum for explanations.  

http://www.mypivots.com/forum/topic.asp?whichpage=0.9&TOPIC_ID=3237&#15817 

  

Tomorrow is SS day. Using my positive 3 day cycle theory, we have an 86 to 88% chance of getting 

above the Buy day low at some point before the close on Friday. Based on these odds I will be looking 

for any confirmation indicator or system signal to go long till we reach that level. 

 

 

http://www.mypivots.com/forum/topic.asp?whichpage=0.9&TOPIC_ID=3237&#15817


Friday September 5
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS day and we didn’t get the full rally expected but having started from much lower, the 

market did give it the old college try. 

  

Monday will be a Buy day. We should therefore expect a decline from today's high. The average decline 

would take us back to today's low. We will have a 67% chance of making a lower low and a 66% chance 

of making that low last.  

 

 
 



Monday September 8
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day and we did get a decline but not from the normal SS day high. Having had a failed 

positive 3 day rally on Friday this was one way the market could compensate for it. The Gap was never 

filled on all but NQ and prevented us from getting the proper decline. 

  

Tomorrow will be the Sell day, the confusing day. Having rallied from the lows of the day we made 

most of the average Rally. 

I would expect a continuation rally and maybe a test of today's highs. 

 

 



Tuesday September 9
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day. We tested Yesterday's highs during the overnight session , and failed to take it 

out. We also had a 57% chance of making a lower low. This was achieve and it took 3 tests to finally get 

through and ES and ER2/AB made it to the TTT projected lows. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day. Based on positive 3 day rally we have an 84-86% chance of getting above 1246.75 

at some point before the close tomorrow. Being in a Bear market and so close to the July lows, let's see 

if we succeed in getting a positive rally. 

 

 



Wednesday September 10
th

, 2008 

Adding Sept 1st back in made today a Buy day. We had made most of the decline yesterday and we had 

a small violation this morning. We then rallied and made most of what we should expect out of average 

rally. 

  

Tomorrow is Sell day. Since most of the rally is in, we should expect a test of the highs with a 51% 

chance of making a higher high. We also have a 56% chance of making a lower low. 

 

 



Thursday September 11
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day. Having dropped overnight and making a Lower Low at close to the numbers, we 

were to anticipate a rally from there and we did test the previous high but it waited to the last moment to 

finally push through and achieve the projected Highs. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day, We are above the average 3 day rally and we have a 56% chance of making a 

higher high. Having closed on the highs I would anticipate that to happen. 

 

 



Friday September 12
th

, 2008 

For a SS day we had a very range trading day. ES made a few attempts to go higher but it finally 

reached the target at the end of the day but came close twice. 

  

Monday will be a Buy day. As such on a Buy day we normally get a decline from the SS day high. 

Having closed on the highs we may try an attempt higher but the odds are only 42%. We do however 

have a 68% chance of making a lower low and that would match with the average decline when we test 

today's low.  

 

 



Monday September 15
th

, 2008 

Well today was a Buy day and we were to expect a decline, and a decline we got. ES made a new 52 week low and 

all indexes except Russell are over 20% lower from the highs last year putting us again officially in a Bear Market. 

  

Tomorrow is Sell day. On a Sell day we should anticipate a rally from the buy day low. We closed on the lows and 

we have a 57% chance of making a lower low. If we open with a gap down, we will have a 96% chance of getting 

back above today's low of 1195.50. 

 

 



Tuesday September 16
th

, 2008 

Today was a good day for TTT. As mentioned in last night's report if we were to have a gap open then 

we had a 96% chance of closing that gap. We did and even reached the projected highs. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day, after a day like today I would expect more of a range day. Again if we gap down at 

the open we will have a 88% chance of getting above 1195.50 before the close 

 

 



Wednesday September 17
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS day, and we surely got that. On ES 24 hour session we hit the top and the bottom 

projections. ES day session opened with a gap down and as mentioned last night we had to get back 

above 1195.50 and we did. 

  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. We therefore start a new cycle and on a Buy day we should expect a decline 

from the SS day high. That part has been accomplished and we are way below the average decline. We 

also have a 69% chance of making a lower low.  

 

 



Thursday September 18
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy Day. We needed a decline and we did. We did have a 69% chance of making a lower 

low and we did that too. As you can see lately we are getting more then double the average daily spread 

(range) then usual. With that we are hitting and surpassing both the projected highs and lows.  

  

Tomorrow is Sell Day, I often refer to it as the confusing day and with tomorrow being quadruple 

witching Friday, it may just be that. Also we have rebounded from today's low by 80 points versus the 

average 30 points. I would therefore expect an other volatile day with wide swings in both directions. 

 

 



Friday September 19
th

, 2008 

Last night I said I was expecting wide swings but this is getting on the ridiculous side, up 90 points 

down 50 up 30 down 30. That is a of the reasons I call the Sell day a confusing day. 

  

Monday is a SS day. Now with all the crazy moves we had it is very difficult to make a decent 

prediction with TTT as all the numbers in this cycle are not normal. The levels can be used as support 

and resistance if we get there. Over the weekend I will work with Laurent and get an other special report 

on the current shorter term wave count and that may give us a better sense of direction for Monday's 

trading. 

 



Monday September 22
nd

, 2008 

Today was a SS day and we made a nice retracement off the last 2 day's rally.  

  

Tomorrow is the Buy day and normally on a Buy day we are to expect a Decline from the high on the SS 

day. At this point we are already lower then the average Decline. I would expect a test of today's low 

and since we have a 69% chance of making a lower low, we may try to get to the projected low, which 

happens to be very close to the 50% retracement of the 2 day rally from the last major low. 

 

 
 



Tuesday September 23
rd

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day. On Buy days we are to expect a decline from the SS day high and we did. Yes we 

went further then the normal decline but lately we are having wider swings then usual. We also knew 

that ES had a 69% chance of making a lower low. We acheived the projected low on all four indexes 

futures 

  

Tomorrow is Sell day. This one may not be as confusing. On Sell days we should expect a rally from the 

Buy day low and having closed on the lows that should take the confusion out. However we do have a 

56% chance of making a lower low. 

 

 
 



Wednesday September 24
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day and although I though it would be not so confusing, but it held to its name and we 

had wide swings up and down. All except NQ made lower lows and TF bounced right on the projected 

lows. 

  

Tomorrow will be SS day. TF is below the Buy day low and therefore has a 90% chance of getting 

above 703.60 at some time during the next session. The others are far from the average 3 day rally, 

therefore we could expect some rally tomorrow. 

 

 



Thursday September 25
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS day. TF opened below the Buy day low and therefore as mentioned is last night's report 

we had a 90% chance of getting above 703.60 at some time during the session and that was achieved. 

The others were far from the average 3 day rally, therefore the expect rally was to be anticipated. 

  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Normally on Buy days we should get a decline from the SS day highs. We 

also have a 62 to 70% chance of making a lower low. 

 

 
 



Friday September 26
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day and for a change we got our opportunity to Buy right at the open when all of the 

futures made their lows and also right in the TTT projected range. 

  

Monday will be a Sell day. We closed at the highs for the session and all of them and within 1 point of 

the average rally that is to be expected on a Sell day. I would therefore expect a test higher, unless the 

weekend brings weird news. We also have a 57-60% chance of making a lower low. Sounds like my 

confusing day again. 

 

 

 



Monday September 29
th

, 2008 

Well today was a Sell day and did they ever sell. On the conference call on Saturday I answered 

someone as to what I saw in the TTT numbers for Monday, and I said that based only on TTT the 

Bailout package would not pass since most of rally was done on Friday. You also notice that we had a 

projected low on ES of 1172  and that offered resistance for a while.  

  

Tomorrow is SS day and as such we have very high odds of getting back above the Buy day low. That 

rally will need to be as drastic as the decline we had today or we will have a failed positive 3 day rally. 

Again only based on TTT, I would say they will pass the Bailout bill tomorrow.  

  

I should not be predicting government actions based on TTT but could not resist. :)  

 

 



Tuesday September 30
th

, 2008 

Today was the SS day and like I mentioned in my comments last night we needed to get back above the 

Buy day low. TF and YM made it, TF and NQ gave it a college try and came close 

  

Tomorrow is the Buy day and having closed on the highs we should expect a decline from here. 

 

 



Wednesday October 1
st
, 2008 

Well today was a perfect Buy day as we got the exact expected decline on all instruments. It was a good 

buy as all were also at  good retracement levels. 

  

Tomorrow is Sell day. We are in the middle of the rally and we do have 58% odds of making a lower 

low and still have room to go up. I wonder why I call it the confusing day. Big news to come out so will 

it be buy the rumor sell the fact  or let's get back in bull mode. Time will tell. 

 

 



Thursday October 2
nd

, 2008 

Today was Sell day and as I mentioned in yesterday's report, we had a 58% chance of making a lower 

low and we did. When we reached the predicted lows they acted a support for a while and when taken 

out they acted as resistance.  

  

Tomorrow is a SS day. At this point we are below the Buy day low and we therefore have a 86 to 91% 

chance of at least getting above these lows before the end of trading tomorrow. 

 

 



Friday October 3
rd

, 2008 

As I mentioned last night in the report we were below the Buy day low and we had very good odds of 

getting back above the Buy day low. Except for TF and Russell all the others made it, just to reverse and 

dropped to the projected lows. 

  

Monday is a Buy day and we normally should get a decline from the SS day high. Well at this point that 

has been accomplished however having closed near the lows and having good odds of making a lower 

low, we may go a bit lower before the rally begins. 

 

 



Monday October 6
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day and as I said Friday we had good odds of making a lower low. This move was a 

bit exaggerated. :) 

  

Tomorrow is the Sell day and normally we should get a rally from the Buy day low. The normal rally 

has been more then accomplished but with these crazy moves, who knows. We also have 57-62% 

chance of making a lower low. 

 

 



Tuesday October 7
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day. As i mentioned yesterday we had good odds of making a lower low and we did 

after testing yesterday's high and failed to take them out. 

  

Tomorrow is SS day. One thing to look for will be if we gap down at the open and should we do that we 

will have over 86% chance of getting above the Buy day low. 

Once that is accomplished the market should continue to rally, but these days the markets are so bearish 

that it is hard to stay long. 

 

 



Wednesday October 8
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS Day. As mentioned last night, the thing to look for was if we gaped down at the open 

and  we did, we knew we had over 86% chance of getting above the Buy day low. Once that was 

accomplished the market should have continued to rally and it did and came close to the projected highs, 

but these days the markets are so bearish that it is hard to stay long.  

  

Tomorrow is the Buy day. The normal Decline that we should get has already been surpassed and we 

have 60-70% chance of making a lower low. 

 

 



Thursday October 9
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day and we had a 60-70% chance of making a lower low and that we did.  

  

Tomorrow will be Sell day, we should normally get a rally from the Buy day low. We have a 60% 

chance of making a lower low and having closed on the lows today increases the chance of that 

happening. Should we gap down and open lower then today's low we will have a 96% chance of making 

it atleast back above these lows. 

 

 

 



Friday October 10
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day and as mentioned in last night's report we had a 60% chance of making a lower 

low and if we were to gap down at the open we had 96% chance of getting back above the Buy day low. 

Well we did all that and even got above the projected numbers for the day before pulling back a bit. 

  

Monday will be SS day. At this point ES and YM are below the Buy day and have an 88% chance of 

getting back above at some point on Monday and may continue rallying to the projected numbers for a 3 

day rally. 

 

 



Monday October 13
th

, 2008 

 

Today was SS day and as I mentioned on Friday, due to the fact that we needed a positive 3 
day rally, we ended up with a rally today and as with all the moves lately it was exaggerated 
but now for the way up. 
  

Tomorrow is Buy day and as such we normally should get a decline from today's high. We 
technically have a 37% chance of making a higher high and a 67% chance of making the low 
last. 
 

 



Tuesday October 14
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day and on Buy days we need a decline from the SS day high. You will 
notice that even if we made a higher high we still managed to decline to at least the projected 
numbers. 
  

Tomorrow will be Sell day and on Sell day we should get a rally from the Buy day lows. Except 
for NQ all the others rallied already to the average rally levels. In these markets of wide 
fluctuations, projected numbers have been taken out very often. A point to note is that we have 
a 60% chance of making a lower low. That is why I often call the Sell day as the confusing day. 
 

 
 



Wednesday October 15
th

, 2008 

 

Today was a Sell day and we had a 60% chance of making a lower low. On the way down we 
can notice that the projected lows did offer some support for a while.  
  

Tomorrow is SS day. We have 56% chance of making a lower low however we have an 88% 
chance of getting back above the Buy day lows. Based on average rallies that would seem 
impossible but with the exaggerated moves of late we never know. 

 
 



Thursday October 16
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS day. As predicted we did make a lower low however only TF did not get a 
failed positive 3 day rally. 
  

Tomorrow is Buy day and therefore we should expect a Decline from the SS day highs. We 
only have a 37% chance of making a higher high but in view of the late start of the late 
comeback of the markets today and having closed on the highs, and also the fact that we had 
a failed rally on most, I would expect higher highs before the decline. We will know more at the 
open. 
 

 
 



Friday October 17
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day and the lows came in at the projected area at the open. We then 
manage a full rally and even exceeded the projected tops. You will notice that for instance ES 
which had a failed 3 day rally yesterday of 24 points exceeded the projected high by 23 points. 
As in most failed 3 day rally we do tend to recoup the difference in the next few days. 
  
Monday will be Sell day. At this point ES  and NQ closed near the normal rally projected high. 
We have less than 50% chance of making a higher high and a 60% chance of making a lower 
low. We are pretty much in the middle of the road here so it may end up being the usual 
confusing day. 

 



Monday October 20
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell day and we had a good rally and closed within  shooting distance of the 
maximum projected highs. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Having closed on the highs today I would expect a test of these highs 
and we have a 54% chance of making a higher high. For tomorrow I would have to agree with 
Taylor that no long should be taken. 

  

 
 



Tuesday October 21
st
, 2008 

Today was a nearly a text book SS day.  The sell off started from the get go and we ended the 
day on the lows. 
  

Tomorrow is the Buy day. The normally expected average Decline has already been achieved 
on the SS day. We do have a 62-68% chance of making a lower low tomorrow.  
 

 



Wednesday October 22
nd

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day. On buy days we expect a decline from the SS Day high. As we know, 
as of late the moves are exaggerated and today was no different. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day and we should expect a rally. The only problem at the moment is 
the bear market. We rallied from the lows today during the last 30 minutes and have nearly 
achieve the average rally high. Now the issue is do we continue the rally and exaggerate the 
move or are we done. The only information that we have that can help is that we have nearly 
60% chance of making a lower low. I would therefore suggest protect your longs. 

  

 
 



Thursday October 23
rd

, 2008 

Today was a Sell Day. Has mentioned last night we had a 60% chance of making a lower low 
and the markets did make new low just to reversed when ES reach the projected lows. 
  

Tomorrow will be SS day. At the moment only TF is below the Buy day low. TF has 90% 
chances of getting above that low even during the day session.  The others are all above and 
even close to their average 3 day rally levels. 
 

 



Friday October 24
th

, 2008 

Today was a SS day. As such we knew this morning at the open that we had high odds of 
atleast getting back above the Buy day low. All made it with the exception of the Russell. 
  

Monday will be a Buy day. On Buy days we expect a Decline from the SS day high and part of 
that has been done already. It is also worth noting that we have 60-69& chance of making a 
lower low. 
 

 

 
 



Monday October 27
th

, 2008 

Today was a Buy day. The projected lows on ES were reached overnight and turned into a 
rally for the 1st half of the day. We then tested Friday's highs and failed and returned to close 
near the overnight lows. 
  
Tomorrow is a Sell day and having closed on the lows today, having a 60% chance of making 
a lower low, a further test of these lows could be anticipated before the rally begins. 

 



Tuesday October 28
th

, 2008 

Today was a Sell Day. We rallied overnight and as mentioned in last night report we came 
down to test the lows before the real rally began. Only TF came close to make a new low but 
stopped right at Monday's low. 
  
Tomorrow will be SS day and having closed on the highs, today's momentum may help the 
53% odds of making a higher high.  
 

 
 



Wednesday October 29th, 2008 
Today was SS day. We had a 53% chance of getting a higher high today but our odds were a 
bit better having closed on the highs yesterday. You will noticed that the 952 ES projected high 
held for a good part of the day and got taken out only after the FOMC news just to finally 
reverse down to close near the lows of the day. We also had 53% odds of making the High 
Last and we did. 
  

Tomorrow is Buy day. We normally should expect a decline on Buy days. We did a good part 
of that decline just before the close, however we have a 69% chance of making a Lower Low 
tomorrow and a 65% chance of making that low Last. 
 

 
 



Thursday October 30th, 2008 
Today was a Buy day. We knew that most of the decline was done on the SS day and 
although we had good odds of making a lower low today, the overnight session created a big 
gap that never got filled except for ES.  ES and NQ reversed the decline at or about the 
projected average decline lows. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell day. All of them closed at the average Rally projected highs. We should 
therefore be looking to test today's high and look for a failure of this test before considering 
shorts. 
 

 



Friday October 31st, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. As mentioned last night we tested the previous highs and the rally 
continued and in the case of ES reversed right on the numbers in the last hour. 
  
Monday will be SS Day. We have a 54% chance of making higher highs. The trend seems to 
have changed to bullish for now anyway. Is there an other shoe to drop? I guess we will know 
Tuesday. 
 

 



Monday November 3rd, 2008 
Today was a SS day.  Only TF made a higher high and very close to the projected numbers. 
Otherwise it was a pretty slow day. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. As such we should expect a Decline from the SS day high. 
Having closed close to the highs we should expect a decline and we also have high odds of 
making a lower low. 
  

 



Tuesday November 4th, 2008 
Today was a Buy Day and as such we were to expect a Decline. Well it ended up a mixed bag. 
The 24 hour session made it as usual, but the Day session only TF and NQ made a decline. 
ES and YM failed to get one and TVGR took effect for the rest of the day. This could possibly 
mean that the overall market trend is finally turned Bullish as this only had 4% chance of 
happening. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell Day. Markets closed on the highs and for most the average Rally is already 
achieved. There is less then 50% chance of making a Higher High, however there could be 
residual momentum in the markets to get there. Also if the market sentiment has turn Bullish 
then we may be getting back to normal and start getting more Penetrations and less Violations. 
 

 



Wednesday November 5th, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. Looking at ES  the overnight session hit the Day hi projection and the 
Day session hit the 24h hi projection. The 24h Low projection was the level where the market 
stop it's drop. We did have better odds of making a lower low today and this gave the 
opportunity for the market to close yesterday's gap, which was the only open gap since the 
major lows were put in place and leaving the door open for further advance. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Having closed below the Buy day low, the odds of having a Positive 3 
Day Rally are very high and we should get back above these lows before the close tomorrow. 
This is one of the cases I mentioned in the Guide that Taylor would not long on a SS day but 
with these high odds in our favor, I will be looking for signals to long tomorrow. 

  

 



Thursday November 6th, 2008 
Today was a SS day. TVGR took effect at the open today and stayed in place all day, 
therefore trumping TTT and creating a failed 3 day rally. This negates the effect of Tuesday's 
failed Decline on the Buy day, and return the mood to the bear camp. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day. Obviously all of the Average Decline has been achieved, 
however we still have 67% chance of making a lower low. We also have good odds of making 
the low first tomorrow. 
 

 



Friday November 7th, 2008 
Today was a Buy day. As expected the Declined was already in place. Only TF made a lower 
low but all the others behaved as planned. 
  

Monday will be a Sell day. We closed on the highs today and all of them have reached the 
average Rally for a Sell day. I would expect a test of these highs and if the momentum is still 
there,  then a continuation. However it is the confusing day and we have approximately 60% 
odds of making a lower low. 
 

 



Monday November 10th, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. We tested the Buy day highs in the overnight session and had a gap up 
at the open. The markets closed that gap and continued dropping and reach the Buy day lows. 
Most bounced on that low with TF making a small violation. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. What will happen during the overnight session will dictate the approach 
for tomorrow. If the market decline and open below the Buy day low, we have 86+% chance of 
getting a rally. If the markets continue the rally that started in the last hour then we should be 
looking at a test of today's highs. 

 



Tuesday November 11th, 2008 
As mentioned in last night's report, if we were to open with a gap down below the Buy day low 
we had 86+% chance of getting back to these levels. We did gap down and continued down till 
TF and NQ stopped at the projected lows and then all four rallied back to the Buy day lows. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. Part of the required Decline has taken place and could continue as we 
have a 60-66% chance of making lower lows.  

 



Wednesday November 12th, 2008 
Today was a Buy day. Again the Decline was exaggerated as we made Lower lows. The 
projected lows did offer some support but that was breached due to TVGR being in effect all 
day. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell Day. Having closed on the lows of the day and having a 58-61% chance of 
making Lower lows, I would expect the rally to start after these lows are in place. Should we 
open with a gap down below today's lows we will have a 96% chance of getting atleast above 
today's lows. 

 



Thursday November 13th, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. As mentioned last night we had a 60% chance of making lower lows 
before the rally would begin. That was some rally from below projected lows to atleast the 1st 
target. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. We have a little better than 50% chance of making a higher high. We are 
also above the average 3 Day rally, so a pullback could be expected. 

 



Friday November 14th, 2008 
Today was a SS day. The markets managed to make higher highs on ES and YM only to 
plunge back. 
  

Monday will be a Buy day. We already have the average decline in place, however we do have 
60% chance of making lower lows and 60% chance of making that low first. 

 



Monday November 17th, 2008 
Today was a Buy day and we had a good odds of making a lower low and the low to be made 
1st. We then attempted a rally that stopped and reversed to have close near the lows again. 
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. On a Sell day we should get a rally, however having closed on the 
lows and with a 60% chance of making a lower low, we will probably get the rally last. If we 
gap down and open lower then today's lows we will have 96% chance of getting at least above 
these lows. 

 



Tuesday November 18th, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. It took a while for the lows to come in and they did at or close to the 
projected lows. After which the rally started. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Having closed on the highs of the day I would expect a higher high to be 
made. Also the average 3 Day rally could take us higher. 
 

 
 



Wednesday November 19th, 2008 
Today was a SS day. We did not get higher highs but we still had positive 3 day rallies. 
However with the gap down at the open and TVGR staying in effect all day it ended up being a 
big SS day reaching the projected lows.  
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. We do have over 60% chance of making lower lows. If we gap down 
at the open markets will have over 95% chance of at least getting back above today's lows. 

  

 



Thursday November 20th, 2008 
First I would like to correct something I said in my comments last night. The part about having 
a 95% chance of getting above the previous lows was incorrect and should have been used if 
today would have been a Sell day. I guess we were lucky and it worked out ok.  
  

Today was a Buy day and we had a 60% chance of making a lower low and did we ever.  
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. On a Sell day we should anticipate a rally from the Buy day lows. 
Having closed on the lows and with this momentum going and 60% chance of a lower low, We 
could expect a lower low. Now I can use last night's comment in that, if we have a gap down 
open we will have a 96% chance of getting above today's lows.  

 



Friday November 21st, 2008 
Today was a Sell Day. The odds of making a lower low didn't fail us, after which a rally started 
and took the markets to higher highs. 
  

Monday will be a SS day. If we open at the current levels we have accomplished the average 3 
day rally.  

 



Monday November 24th, 2008  

Today was a SS day. The rally continued and TVGR stayed in effect all day. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day. We should expect a decline on Buy days. We do have over 60% 
chance of making a lower low and good odds of making the low last. 
 

 



Tuesday November 25th, 2008 
Today was a Buy Day. We did get a decline however it was a bit shallower then expected. We 
did make the low last, and started our rally from there. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Sell Day. The rally should continue however the market maybe thin due to 
the long Thanksgiving weekend. 

 
 



Wednesday November 26th, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. Although I didn't expect that we had a normal Sell day as we had a 60% 
chance of making lower lows as we tested the Buy day lows overnight. Failing to violate the 
lows to much we then reversed and rallied all day and reached the projected highs by the 
close. 
  

Tomorrow is a SS day. It will be an abbreviated day and very thinly traded. Based on that it is 
hard for me to make any realistic personal projections. 
  

For all our American friends, have a nice Thanksgiving holiday. 
  

There will still be a report tomorrow since there is some trading happening. 

 



Thursday November 27th, 2008 
Today was a SS day but it was so quiet there is not much to say. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should get a Decline on Buy days and having closed on the 
highs today we should get the decline tomorrow. The markets should be thin again. 

  

 



Friday November 28th, 2008 
Today was a Buy day. Markets were thin and a small Decline was produced, after which a rally 
started. 
  

Monday will be a Sell day. As mentioned before the Sell day is sometime confusing. The 
reason this time is that the rally is shallow so far, following a small decline. We could expect 
the rally to continue however there is a 60% chance of making a lower low. 
 

 



Monday December 1st, 2008 
Today was a Sell day. Well the odds of making lower lows did come true. Only TF had a rally 
for the day session, we had very high odds of getting back above the Buy day low and the 
other 3 failed to rally. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. As such we closed way below the Buy day low and we have 86% chance 
of getting back above these lows at some point tomorrow.  
 

 
 



Tuesday December 2nd , 2008 
Today was a SS day. All four markets had a failed Positive 3 Day Rally today. ES and TF had 
TVGR in effect all day. All closed on the highs as per the rule but the recovery to the Buy day 
low was too big to accomplish. However it shows again that it is ok to be long on a SS day 
when these circumstances occur. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. we should expect a Decline on Buy days. We have small odds of 
making higher highs and over 60% chances of making lower lows. We also have over 60% 
odds of making the lows last. 

 
  



Wednesday December 3rd , 2008 
Today was a Buy day. We did get a Decline overnight but it failed to make new lows. Often 
after a failed positive 3 day rally, the move up on the buy day will try to achieve what was 
missed on the SS day.  
  

Tomorrow is Sell Day. Having closed on the highs , and having a 50% chance of higher highs, 
the momentum may take us a little higher. However we already have achieved the average 
rally for a Sell day and we have 60% odds of making lower lows. 

 
 



Thursday December 4th, 2008 
As mentioned in last night's report, today was a Sell day. We did make new highs and sold off 
from there. We came close of making lower lows. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Tomorrow's action will depend on what will happens overnight. If we gap 
down below the Buy day low at the open tomorrow, we will have a 86% chance of getting 
above these lows. If not we may just continue the end of day rally to complete the 3 day rally. 

 



Friday December 5th, 2008 
Today was a SS day. After testing the overnight lows and reaching the projected lows, all 4 
markets rallied and reached the projected 3 day rally highs. 
  

Monday is a Buy day. We should expect a Decline on Buy days and all odds point that way.  

 
 



Monday December 8th, 2008  

Today was a Buy day. We failed to get a Decline today which has only happened a few times 
this year. This is very unusual and demonstrate that the trend may be switching to more of a 
bullish trend. At the open I was looking for an excuse to short however within 1 hour of the 
open TVGR took effect, prompted me to look for longs. 
  

Tomorrow will be a Sell Day. Most of the Rally has been accomplished and we have strong 
odds of making lower lows. 

 



Tuesday December 9th, 2008  

Today was a Sell day. TF and NQ made higher highs and TF reversed right at the projected 
high, and all of them retraced most of the day. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Since we made an inside day bar today, indicating indecision, and TTT 
being in the middle of the rally, we could go either way. My feeling is we will continue the rally, 
however only time will tell. 

 



Wednesday December 10th, 2008  

Today was a SS day. Since markets had already achieved the objective for the 3 day rally, 
they attempted a rally that stalled again at the projected 3 day rally. 
Again today is an inside day candle, therefore markets are still undecided. 
  
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. On Buy days we should anticipate a decline from the SS day 
high. The decline was started today and could continue tomorrow as we do have over 60% 
chance of making a lower low.   
 

 



Thursday December 11th, 2008  

Today was a Buy day and it went according to plan as we tested yesterday's highs and failed 
to take them out, just to reverse and make new lows and we knew we had 60% chance of that 
happening. All but TF nailed the projected TTT lows. 
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. We have a 60% chance of making lower lows and this has been 
accomplished already after hours. Should we open lower then the Buy day low we will have 
very high odds of getting back above these lows as we should normally get a rally on Sell 
days. 

 



Friday December 12th, 2008  

As mentioned in last night's report, today was a Sell day and as such should we open below 
the Buy day low we had very high odds of making it atleast above yesterday's lows. We 
opened at the projected lows and rallied slowly but surely all day and TF even reached the it's 
projected high. 
  

Monday will be a SS day. Having closed on the highs today and although we only have a 50-
50 chance of making higher highs, the residual momentum and the fact that most didn't reach 
their average 3 day rally potential, this rally could continue and reach objectives. 

 



Monday December 15th, 2008  

Today was a SS day. Friday's momentum helped in the overnight session however when we 
saw the failure on the test of these highs at the open SS day took over the bias. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy Day, and by the way FOMC day. We do have over 60% chance of making 
lower lows which would make us achieve the projected lows. 
 

 



Tuesday December 16th, 2008  

Today was a Buy day. Again today we had a shallow Decline. We did have 60% of the low 
made first, We gapped up, TVGR took effect and we reached the projected highs. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell day. We already achieved the average rally, We have a 50/50 chance of 
making a higher high, however we do have 60% chance of making a lower low. 

 



Wednesday December 17th, 2008  

Today was a Sell day. Having reached the average target for a Sell day at the close yesterday, 
the markets declined overnight and gapped down at the open. TVGR took effect on ES but TF 
closed the gap at the start. It took half the day to finally close the gap but when ES tried to 
penetrate the previous day high it ran out of steam and pulled back. TF managed to penetrate 
and stopped climbing at the projected highs. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. We close at or near the average 3 day rally for most indexes, and we 
have same odds of making new highs as we have for making new lows. 
So for me it could go either way, I can't say.  

 



Thursday December 18th, 2008  

Today was SS day. Only TF managed to make a new high but not by much. Since the others 
failed to follow then the markets went and tested the lows with ES reaching the precise 
projected lows. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. Due to the end of day rally today only a partial average decline is in 
place. We do however have a 60% chance of making lower lows tomorrow. 
Also being quadruple witching Friday high volatility and whipsaw action could be expected. 

 
 



Friday December 19th, 2008  

Today was a Buy Day. Markets were mixed as TF and NQ managed to make higher Highs and 
YM made a Lower Low. ES and YM achieved their projected average Decline. 
  

Monday will be a Sell day. Having closed near the lows and having a 60% chance of making 
Lower lows, I would anticipated a test of these lows. However if we were to open below today's 
lows, we will have a 95% chance of getting back above these lows before the close on 
Monday. 

 



Monday December 22nd, 2008   

Today was a Sell day. The 60% odds did favor making lower lows and we did. Markets 
reversed when we got close to the Recap MA numbers 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. At this point some of the indexes still have to get back above the Buy day 
lows based on the 85% odds. 

 
 



Tuesday December 23rd, 2008   

Today was a SS day. As mentioned in last night's report we had 85% odds of getting back 
above the Buy day lows. All the Futures except NQ made it however the Indexes didn't. 
  

Tomorrow will be a shortened Buy day. We have done a good part of the decline however we 
do have over 60% chance of making lower lows. 

 



Wednesday December 24th, 2008   

Today was a Buy day. It was a slow half day and we tested the lows and rallied a bit. 
  

Friday the 26th will a Sell day probably an other slow day. 

 
 



Friday December 26th, 2008   

Today was a Sell Day and not much happened 
  

Monday is SS day. Hard to comment based on last 2 days of trading. 
 

 
 



Monday December 29th, 2008   

Today was a SS day. Markets were down all day until they reached the TTT projected lows 
and then reversed. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. We should expect a Decline from today's highs however with this thin 
market it may be shallower then planned. 

 
 



Tuesday December 30th, 2008   

Today was a Buy day and as mentioned in last night's report the shallower Decline did 
materialized and we then rallied to the projected highs. 
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. Being year end and with all the window dressing that usually happens 
on the 31st, Sell day may live up to it's nickname "The Confusing Day. 

 



Wednesday December 31st, 2008   

Today was a Sell day and it did achieve higher highs just to loose all the gains in the last 15 
minutes. That was the confusing part I was saying last night. 
  

Friday will be SS day. It is hard to say if we started the SS day in the last minutes, so we will 
have to wait and see how the day get started. 

 



Friday January 2nd, 2009 
Today was a SS day, TVGR took effect early this morning and pushed prices higher then the 
projected highs and all the way to the projected high on the Recap MA sheet 
  

Monday will be a Buy day. On Buy days we should expect a Decline and since we closed on 
the highs today the decline should happen Monday. 

 



Monday January 5th, 2009 
Today was a Buy day and the expected decline was a bit shallower then planned. This 
normaly show that the market is more bullish. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell day. At this point the rally that started this morning on all indexes except YM, 
still has room to go. We should keep in mind that Sell days are confusing since we also 
have close to 60% chance of making lower lows.    

 



Tuesday January 6th, 2009 
Today was a Sell day and as such we did get the usual see-saw day. TF made the first 
objective just to pull back and then nailed the second one. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. We in the middle of the road right now however I would lean toward 
going higher based on the average 3 day rally. 

 



Wednesday January 7th, 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets opened with a big gap down today, even below the Buy day 
Low. Markets then moved above these lows but ran out of steam and TVGR took effect, which 
took us to the projected lows for the 1st bounce that failed to get higher then the Buy day low 
just to drop back to the Recap MA projected lows. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy Day. The average decline has been accomplished, however having closed 
near the lows, having a 60% chance of making lower lows and with a 60% chance of making 
the low 1st, I would expect a test of these lows before any rally starts. 

 



Thursday January 8th, 2009 
Today was a Buy Day. As mentioned in last night's report although most of the decline had 
been accomplished and we had a 60% chance of making a lower low and that low should be 
made 1st. The actual low was made just before the open and very close to the projected lows. 
Markets had a hard time getting a strong rally going. 
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. We still have possibilities of making lower lows but we should 
anticipate the rally to continue. There is the Employment report before the open and that could 
confuse things. So if we gap open down below today's lows we will have very high odds of at 
least getting back above these lows. 

 
 



Friday January 9th, 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The employment report did what was expected of it made higher highs 
first just to reverse and make new lows. Tf even reached the projected target. 
  

Monday will be a SS day. Having closed on the lows, we should retest these lows. However 
we closed below the Buy day lows, so per the Positive 3 day Rally odds we should get back 
above these lows at some point on Monday. 

 



Monday January 12th, 2009 
Today was a SS day, The markets acted as a SS day should however since we started from 
lower levels we ended with failed Positive 3 Day Rally and all except NQ. 
You will notice that ES reached the projected lows which offered support for a while and the 
we reached the Recap MA low and reversed at that low just before the close. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day and most of the decline has been achieved. However we do have good 
odds of making lower lows before we begin the rally. 

 



Tuesday January 13th, 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Although we didn’t reach the projected goals, Markets and good odds of 
making lower lows and they did. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell day. The expected rally is shallow so far and we do have close to a 60% 
chance to make lower lows. The confusion of the Sell day should be felt tomorrow. 

 
 



Wednesday January 14th, 2009 
Today was a Sell day. ES and YM day session were the only 2 that failed to get a rally above 
the Buy day low today.  As mentioned last night we had 60% chance of making a lower low 
today. All markets stopped at the projected lows of either the Recap or Recap MA. However 
only a weak rally ensued.  
  

Tomorrow is SS day. We are below the Buy day lows, and in the last 12 months we never had 
2 cycles in a row with failed the Positive 3 day rally except for ES last January but the 1st 
failure was just 1/2 a point. Therefore based on that and the 85% odds, markets should get 
back to these Buy day Lows. 

 
 



Thursday January 15th, 2009 
Today was SS day. Not all markets ended up with a Positive 3 day Rally. After reaching 
projected lows of the recap or recap MA, the markets rallied and tried hard to make it back to 
the Buy Day lows. Only ES and YM failed. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy Day. On Buy days we should expect a Decline. Since we closed near the 
highs of the day, We may test thise highs 1st before getting the Decline 

 
 



Friday January 16th, 2009 
Today was a Buy day. In the overnight session markets finished what they failed to do 
yesterday, creating a nice gap up at the open this morning. As we know we should expect a 
Decline on a Buy day from the SS Day highs and that gap was a good place to short until we 
made some kind of decline to at least the SS day highs, and normally more. A nice ABC wave 
pattern developed with wave 3C at 227% of wave 1A, created the Buy day low. 
  

Monday will be a Sell day.  It will be a thin and the session abbreviated due to the Martin 
Luther King holiday. So the European markets will dictate what happens. I case you are 
interested, European markets will also be on a Sell day.  

 



Monday January 19th, 2009 
Today was a Sell Day. Not much to comment on due to thin market and short day. 
  

Tomorrow is SS Day. Again Hard to make comments 

 
 



Tuesday January 20th, 2009 
Today was a SS day, and it did act like one. 
  

Tomorrow is Buy day. The decline is already in however we do have a 61% chance of making 
lower lows. 

 



Wednesday January 21st, 2009 
Today was a Buy day. We started by testing yesterday's lows and failed to take them out. The 
Buy day low was made first and the rally started. 
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day and we already accomplished most of the average rally. Closing on the 
highs we could extend this rally before we get a pullback. 

 
 



Thursday January 22nd, 2009 
Today was a Sell Day. We made higher highs overnight that reached the projected recap MA 
levels. Markets then tested the lows and failed, then tried to test highs and didnt succeed at 
that either. That is what I often mean by the Sell day being a confusing day. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. We closed in the middle of the range so we could go either way.  

 



Friday January 23rd, 2009 
Today was a SS day. I said last night we could go either way, well we went both ways. The 
Buy day lows were tested over night and at the open and failed to go lower. Therefore contrary 
to Taylor' rules of no long on SS day, longs could have been considered due to the average 3 
day rally which we nearly reached. 
  

Monday is Buy day. We should expect a Decline and have good odds of making a lower low 

 



Monday January 26th, 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The big Decline occurred in the Globex session followed by a rally that 
created a gap at the open. The markets continued that rally to reach within a few points of the 
projected highs. TVGR took effect and although the markets tried to close the gap, they failed. 
Being picky here as ES missed to close by 1 tick.  
Tomorrow is Sell day, we do have good odds of making a lower low and we are not to far from 
the day session lows. However we haven't reached the average rally yet.  
Also the Recap MA page do give better odds of making higher highs  and we can notice that 
the Recap page odds of making lower lows has been diminishing as of late. 
Did I mention it is the confusing day. LOL 

 
 



Tuesday January 27th, 2009 
Today was the confusing Sell day. Every one made the projected average rally and  tried to 
make new highs and failed. However they refused to go lower also. 
  

Tomorrow is SS day. Taylor would not be looking to long on SS day and would wait for a test 
of the Sell day highs to short. The FOMC meeting may be the catalyst that may take us out of 
this tight range we have been trading in. 

 



Wednesday January 28th, 2009 
Today was a SS day. This was a huge gap up and TVGR took effect. So that made it a bit 
more difficult to trade as Taylor says don't long and TVGR says don't short. 
  

Tomorrow is a Buy day. We should expect a Decline on Buy days. The markets do have some 
momentum at the moment and having closed near the highs, a test of these highs would be 
normal. 

 
 



Thursday January 29th, 2009 
Today was a perfect Buy day. Since we didn't get our Decline yesterday we did it today. TVGR 
took effect and carried the markets down to the projected lows. 
  

Tomorrow is Sell day. We should expect a rally on Sell days. We do have good odds of making 
a lower low  and having closed near the lows of the day, I would anticipate that to happen 
before the rally starts. If we get a gap down at the open we will have over 95% chance of 
getting at least back up to today's lows. 

 
 



Friday January 30th, 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The expected rally ended up being shallower then expected, however 
since we had good odds of making a lower low, the markets did that and reached the projected 
lows. 
  

Monday will be a SS day. Having closed below the Buy day low, we have very high odds of at 
least getting back above these low at some point on Monday. 

 
 



Monday February 2nd  , 2009 
Today was SS Day. As mentioned in Friday's report we had good odds of making it back to the 
Buy day lows. Although NQ made it and TF came close, today was ok to take longs when we 
had a chance. Matter of fact both opportunity were nice trades. 
  

Tomorrow is Buy day, as such we should expect a decline from today's highs. We may do like 
the last # day failure and catch up to what they missed to do before a decline starts or we may 
just get a shallow decline.  

 
 



Tuesday February 3rd , 2009 
Today was a Buy day and as mentioned last night the Decline was shallow as we tried to get 
back the missing ground of yesterday. NQ and TF did however ES and YM only came close. 
  

Tomorrow is a Sell day. Based on the average rally the markets should go higher and both the 
projected Rally and average Penetration are about the same level. 

 



Wednesday February 4th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and as mentioned last night both the average Rally and the average 
Penetration were at the same level. That created a nice trade as we hit the numbers to the tick.  
  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We are in a bit of a dilemma as to direction since the average 
positive 3 day rally should take us higher, however we have a better then 50% chance of 
making a lower low. Should we gap down and open below the Buy day low we will then have a 
great chance of at least getting back above these lows. 
 

 



Thursday February 5th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Yesterday  we had a good sell off and the momentum continued today. 
The markets gapped down tried to rally just to reverse and go test the Buy day lows. We 
normally should not long on SS day, with just a few exceptions. This trade is one that often 
works. We opened at 822.5 and only rallied to 825.50. The Buy day low was at 816 on 24 hour 
session and 818 on Day session. So at this point it did give us a Positive 3 Day Rally, however 
it was well below the average of 38 points.   
Tomorrow is a Buy day. We should expect a decline that may go test today's low and the up 
trend line from the November lows. However the strong rally of today may reduce the decline. 
Only time will tell. 

 



Friday February 6th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The concerns of last night ended up materializing and only a small 
Decline took place. TVGR took effect and the markets rallied all day. I don't like picking tops on 
TVGR days but we had numerous fibs at 868.50-869  and if we add the average range of 33 
points expected for today, 869 ended up being the top for today.  
Monday will be a Sell day. The Bullish momentum is still in place. If we open at the same level 
we closed at most of the average rally is already done, so a test of today's highs and making 
higher high is a good possibility.  

 



Monday February 9th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We did make new highs at the projected average rally on either the 
recap or recap MA page for all indexes. The markets then did the usual confusing day pattern 
of up and down.   
Tomorrow is SS day, Higher highs are possible in order to reach the average positive 3 day 
rally. 

 



Tuesday February 10th , 2009 
Today was a SS day, test of the highs failed and a perfect SS day followed.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. Most markets closed at the average Decline levels. However we do 
have a better than 50% chance of making lower lows. 

 
 



Wednesday February 11th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets had to digest yesterday's drop and traded in a range. We did 
test yesterday's lows and that held on ES. The Trend line from the November lows also held  

Tomorrow is Sell day. So far the rally is below average, however it is the confusing day and 
until that Stimulus Package is voted on, we may continue trading in a range. 

 
 



Thursday February 12th , 2009 
Today was a Sell Day. Was it confusing enough? We gapped down at the open below the Buy 
day low. Markets reversed and got back above these lows. When YM got above the low all 
markets reversed down. Coincidently when ES reached a new DP low, News came out and 
markets rallied like there was no tomorrow.  
Tomorrow is SS day. Momentum of this move should take us higher. 

 
 



Friday February 13th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Today we had a gap down open and the gap got filled, however we 
failed to get much higher then the previous day's high, therefore triggering the SS day at that 
point.   
Monday will be a Buy day and a shortened session. Having closed on the lows today and 
below the November low trend line, it would be reasonable to expect lower lows 

 
 



Monday February 16th , 2009 
Today was a short Buy Day. Markets drifted down and ES reached the TTT Recap MA 
projected low.  
Tomorrow is Sell Day. Having closed near the Lows, markets may make lower lows before the 
rally starts.  

 



Tuesday February 17th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. Only the 24h managed to get a rally today, the markets gapped down 
and TVGR took effect and prevented the rally from happening on the day session. ES found 
support so far at the TTT violation recap and recap MA numbers.  
Tomorrow is a SS day. We are below the Buy day low and have great odds of at least getting 
back above these lows before the close tomorrow, 

 



Wednesday February 18th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets failed to make a Positive 3 Day rally.   
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. Unless we have a delayed rally to the 3 day rally, we should get a 
decline. YM is testing November Lows and could drag the others down with it, if we don’t get a 
bounce. 

 
 



Thursday February 19th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Today was a good example of a Taylor day. We tested the highs, failed 
only to go test the lows.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Having closed near the lows today, we still have a 57% chance of 
making lower lows, before attempting the normally expected rally. 

 
 



Friday February 20th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. The gap down open below the Buy day low gave 2 chances to take 
longs, one at the open and the second midday since the 1st attempt had failed. On ES that 
second long was at the 88% retracement of the whole move up from November low, and right 
in between the recap and recap MA lines.  
Monday will be a SS day. We are still below the Buy day low, therefore we have good odds of 
continuing the rally that started today. 

 
 



Monday February 23th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We ended up with a small positive 3 day rally. Then the markets 
reversed and reached the TTT Violation projections.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. The average decline is already in place. We should probably test 
these lows in order to establish the Buy day low. 

 
 



Tuesday February 24th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets went lower at the open just to reverse at the projected lows. 
Markets then rallied to the previous day highs.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. We have already accomplished most of the average rally. Having 
closed near the highs of the day we should test these highs tomorrow and possibly breached 
them 

 
 



Wednesday February 25th , 2009 

Today was a perfect example of a Sell (confusing) day, but the markets managed to make a 
higher high anyway. On ES 2 short trades were possible at the TTT MA levels and with MTP 
signals.  
Tomorrow is SS day. With the correction of the last hour markets are in the middle of the 
possible 3 day rally. So at this point it could go either way. 

 
 



Thursday February 26th , 2009 

Today was a perfect SS day. We gaped up and failed to take out yesterday's high. This was 
also the 3 day rally projected area. We then crawled down all day to go test the previous low.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. We still have a bit of room to go on the Decline side, and having 
closed near the lows, we should retest these lows before the rally begins. 

 
 



Friday February 27th , 2009 

Today was a Buy day. Markets opened at the projected lows today and rallied for most of the 
day. Rally failed at the previous day low and pulled all the way back down to the lows .  
Monday will be a Sell day. We normally should get a rally on a sell day and having closed on 
the lows today, we should probably get a lower low and rally from there. 

 
 



Monday March 2nd  , 2009 

Today was a Sell day. We failed to get a Rally on the Day session. This is only the 7th time it 
has happened in last 14 months. TVGR took effect and prevented the rally.  
Tomorrow is a SS day. We still have excellent odds of getting above the Buy day low, in order 
to get a Positive 3 day Rally.  
 

 
 



Tuesday March 3rd , 2009 

Today was a SS day. This strong bear market made for a failed 3 day rally.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. We have a good part of the decline is already in place but still has 
room to go down before we can attempt a rally. 

 
 



Wednesday March 4th  , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The low was made early in the overnight session and gave us a big gap 
at the open. Markets failed to close the gap and TVGR helped keep the rally going.   
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed in the middle of the day range, this Sell day may 
be one of these confusing days, either testing the high or the lows or both. 

 
  



Thursday March 5th  , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We had a good rally on the 24 hour session, due to the level we opened 
at. However the day session gave us a very shallow one.   
Tomorrow is a SS day. The day session Buy day low is at 699 so we should hopefully get 
above that level at some point during the day tomorrow.  

 
 



Friday March 6th  , 2009 
Today was a SS day. All markets managed to get a Positive 3 Day rally on the 24 hour session 
and some on the Day Session. Markets reversed as ES and YM reached the Buy day low and 
made new lows.  
Monday is a Buy Day. The late day rally made reduced the decline that was in place. So at this 
point, we could expect a new decline to start on Monday before the Buy day low is reached. 

 
 



Monday March 9th  , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Markets opened at the TTT MA average decline, rallied right but failed 
to get higher, than the overnight high and went to test the overnight lows.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. Having closed near the Buy day low we could get a violation and then 
the rally should start. 

 
  



Tuesday March 10th  , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We were to expect a rally and with TVGR in effect we ended up with a 
good one.  
Tomorrow is a SS day. We already made more then the average 3 day rally so far, however 
having closed on the highs of the day, we could have a penetration before we get a shorting 
opportunity. 

 
 



Wednesday March 11th  , 2009 
Today was a SS day. As mentioned in last night's email, we did get a penetration before the 
shorting opportunity, which came right at the TTT levels on ES.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. The decline started on the SS day should continue before the Buy day 
low is reached. 

 



Thursday March 12th  , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. The low was made 1st and markets rallied all day.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. The momentum could continue however we have done more than the 
average rally. That could make for a confusing day. 

 



Friday March 13th  , 2009 
Today was a Sell day, and it did keep to its reputation of being confusing, up and down day.  
Monday is a SS day. Having closed on the highs today we could get a penetration before the 
Shorts come into play 

 



Monday March 16th  , 2009 
Today was a SS day. Markets rallied until the recap MA was reached and then the decline 
started.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. A good part of the average decline is in and should continue a bit 
further until the Buy day low is reached. 

 
 



Tuesday March 17th  , 2009 
Today was a perfect Buy day. ES tested the 24 hour low and reversed, giving us a real nice 
rally.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. It is also FOMC day, We did get most of the average rally in already, 
so tomorrow should be a confusing day especially with FOMC. 

 
 



Wednesday March 18th  , 2009 
Today was a Sell day and the results of the FOMC meeting pushed the markets above the 
normal rally expectation.  
Tomorrow is a SS day. We should test today's highs and possibly make a higher high 
(Penetration) before we start the decline. We also have exceeded the average 3 day rally. 

 
 



Thursday March 19th  , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We tested the highs of yesterday and failed to go higher and that made a 
perfect SS day from the open.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. A good part of the decline is already done. So if we are in a bullish 
market we may just get a shallow decline, however we can't say that for sure yet. 

 
 



Friday March 20th  , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Bears took charge and pushed the decline further then anticipated but 
ES found support at the Violations levels.  
Monday will be a Sell day. On Sell days we should be looking for a rally from the Buy day low. 
Having close on the lows , we may get a violation before the rally can start. 

 
 



Monday March 23rd, 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We needed a rally on a Sell day and we got one. Pullbacks were 
shallow and TVGR was in effect.  
Tomorrow is SS day. The momentum is strong so far and a Penetration of today's highs would 
not be surprising. 

 



Tuesday March 24th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We tested yesterday's high after lunch and failed to go higher. That was 
the start of the decline.  
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. Part of the decline has been accomplished. Depending how bullish 
the market is, we may continue the decline before the Buy day low is in and the rally begins. 

 



Wednesday March 25th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. After testing the highs a few time the markets reversed and nearly 
reached the projected Decline and Violation numbers. At that point the Buy day low was in a 
the rally started.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in so this could end up being one of those 
confusing Sell days. 

 



Thursday March 26th , 2009 
Today was a Sell Day. The rally continued but in a confused fashion.  
Tomorrow is SS day. We already have achieved the average 3 day rally so at this point it will 
all depend on the strength of the upward momentum. 

 



Friday March 27th , 2009 
Today was a SS day. We had a gap down at the open and at best ES managed to rally to the 
Average 3 Day rally Numbers.   
Monday is a Buy day. Part of the decline is in but it is pretty small at the moment. I would 
therefore expect this decline to continue before the Buy day low is established. 

 



Monday March 30th , 2009 
Today was a Buy day. We needed a decline and got a bigger one than expected. The markets 
had gone up very fast in the last few weeks and needed a correction.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. We may be testing the lows before the rally can start. A gap down 
below the Buy day low should give us a great opportunity to long. 



 
Tuesday March 31st  , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. We gapped up instead of down and TVGR was in effect. We had a 
cluster of 3 TTT levels in the 805-806 area which offered good resistance and a nice 
opportunity to short.  



Tomorrow is SS day. So far the 3 day rally is a bit weak so we may have a chance to test 
today's highs. 

 
Wednesday April 1st  , 2009 
Today was a SS day. As mentioned last night the 3 day rally was small so we had a good 
chance to go revisit the highs. Today's highs were right at the TTT levels.  



Tomorrow is a Buy day. We should expect a decline on Buy days. Having closed on the highs 
we may test this high before the decline starts. 

 
Thursday April 2nd, 2009 
Today was a Buy day. Looks like the G-20 meeting messed up our decline on the day session. 
TVGR was in effect and markets rallied most of the day.  



Tomorrow is a Sell day. Most of the rally on the 24 Hour session has been accomplished 
however we still have room to go on the Day session. A test of today’s high will be the thing to 
look for. 

 
Friday April 3rd, 2009 
Today was a Sell day. It lived up to the confusing day, up down and back up.  



Monday will be a SS day. Having closed on the highs, we should test these highs and maybe 
get a penetration. 

 
Monday April 6th , 2009 



Today was a SS day. In this last cycle we have had a big discrepancy between the Day and 24 
hour session. The 24 hour had a very small Decline on the Buy day and the Day session didn’t 
even get one. The 24 hour session manage to get an average Positive 3 day rally and a week 
one on the Day session. So it was somewhat harder to trade this cycle.  
Tomorrow is a Buy day. The 24 Hour already has 1/2 the decline in but the Day session barely 
has one. Hopefully this cycle, we will get back to normal. 

 
Tuesday April 7th , 2009 



Today was a Buy day. ES declined to the TTT 24h levels which was also the 50% retracement 
from the 848 highs. They tested that level a few times today and so far it has held.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. We should be getting a rally on Sell days. However the markets are 
turning bearish with the last 2 days gapping down. So we should be careful with our longs. 

 
Wednesday April 8th , 2009 



 
 
 
 
Thursday April 9th , 2009 



Today was a SS day. Markets continued the 3 day rally and reach the projected averages.  
Monday will be a Buy day. We should expect a decline on Buy days. Having closed on the 
highs we may get a penetration before the decline begins 

 
 
Monday April 13th , 2009 



Today was a Buy day. The decline was shallow probably due to the holiday and Europe being 
closed.  
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. It is hard to say what effect the holiday will have on the rally since 
the decline was shallow. I would expect a confusing day. 

 
Tuesday April 14th , 2009 



Today was a Sell day. As expected we did get a confusing day.  
Tomorrow is SS day. We have 83-85% odds of at least getting back above the Buy day Low  
of 841.50 on ES  

 
Wednesday April 15th , 2009 



Today was a SS day. We opened below the Buy day Low and quickly got back above to 
produce a Positive 3 day rally even if it was only by 1 tick. ES had a hard time getting and 
staying above the BdLow but finally did at the end of the day. This has been a weird cycle as 
each day looked like a Sell day.  Maybe the holiday had something to do with it.  
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. Having closed on the highs we may get a penetration before the 
decline starts. 

 
Thursday April 16th , 2009 



Today was a Buy day. As mentioned last night, Markets did penetrate the highs. The gap open 
gave us an opportunity to short however the Decline was shallow.  
Tomorrow Is a Sell day. Part of the rally is already in place. Having closed near the highs we 
will probably test these highs tomorrow. 

 
Friday April 17th , 2009 



Today was a Sell day. Markets took all day to reach the targets   
Monday will be SS day. Being so close to the highs of the day, we could get a penetration 
before the markets start its decline. 

 
Monday April 20th , 2009 



Today was a SS day. It was a difficult trading day as we didn’t get many chance to enter short 
trades and Longs were against the TTT rules and TVGR was in effect all day.  
Tomorrow will be a Buy Day. Having closed near the lows of the day, we should probably get a 
violation of the lows before the rally starts. Should we get a gap down at the open tomorrow we 
will have very high odds of at least getting back above today's lows. 

 
Tuesday April 21st , 2009 



Today was a Buy day. We did get the expected violation and the rally started. This was at the 
50% retracement  and right in the middle of the DP zone.  
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having done a good part of the rally we could get one of these 
confusing days. 

 
Wednesday April 22nd  , 2009 



Today was a Sell day. It took most of the day to finally reach the goals, only to reverse and 
loose all the gains in the last hour.  
Tomorrow is a SS day. If we gap down lower than the Buy day low, we will high odds of getting 
back above that low. We seem to have started wave 1A of 3C down and that should match 
with TTT, with a possible 2B if we gap lower, followed by an other leg lower. 

 
Thursday April 23rd , 2009 



Today was SS Day. This was an odd SS day probably due to the fact the the Positive 3 Day 
rally was lower then average.  
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. Having closed on the highs of the day, we could get a Penetration 
before the decline starts. 

 
Friday April 24th , 2009 



Today was a Buy day. Only ES day session failed to get a decline. Missed by not much as 
they tried a few times.  
Monday will be a Sell day. We often correct the failures the next day so we could do that on 
Monday. 

 
Monday April 27th , 2009 



Today was a Sell day. ES did get back to 850 as mentioned in Friday's report. The rest of the 
day was a typical confusing Sell day.  
Tomorrow will be a SS day. So far the 3 Day rally  is pretty small, so we could go higher before 
dropping. 

 
Tuesday April 28th , 2009 



Today was a SS day. Having opened below the Buy day Low gave us a nice opportunity to 
long right at the open.  
Tomorrow is a Buy Day. We should anticipate a decline however FOMC may mess things up. 

 
Wednesday April 29th , 2009 



Today was a Buy day. As mentioned last night FOMC did mess up the decline that we were 
expecting, and kept it small.  
Tomorrow is a Sell day. This could be one of those confusing days. The average rally should 
take us higher. 

 



Thursday April 30th , 2009 
Today was a Sell day. As expected, we did go higher, reaching the average rally levels before 
reversing.  
Tomorrow is SS day. Based on the average 3 day rally, we should go test today's highs. 

 


